who display the conflicting forms of masculinity, ultimately favoring the more domestic, gentle, feminized figure-such as Dr. Trescott in Crane's "The Monster" or Lawyer Royall in Wharton's Summer. With these characterizations, Morgan argues, the texts question the ethical value of the emerging "national masculinity" and-in Crane's case, for example-offer a form of "male-maternalism" in answer.
Somewhat out of place in this study is the chapter on Washington's speeches and autobiography. Certainly there is value in this chapter; Morgan uses his analysis of Washington's rhetorical strategies provocatively to call for a reassessment of Washington in answer to criticism that Morgan believes has reductively cast him as an assimilationist villain against the heroic race radical W. E. B. Du Bois. Moreover, Morgan insightfully identifies the gender tension central to his study in Washington's rhetoric, thus extending his argument beyond literary texts to include "philanthropic and social reform writing. 
